Name:___________________________
Chemistry Test Section 4 Chapter 3, Chapter 4, Chapter 5
1. Place the correct letter in the blank of the corresponding answer
____The mass in grams of one mole of substance
____A vertical column on the periodic table
____A horizontal row on the periodic table
____the most reactive group of elements
____the most stable group of elements
____inner electrons shield the outermost electrons from the full attractive force of the
nucleus
____the length that is half the distance between the nuclei of two bonded atoms
____the elements that are the s and p blocks of the periodic table.
____the elements known as the d block elements.
____The chemical bonding theory that is based on the assumption that an atom will tend to
want 8 electrons in its outermost S and P orbitals
____an atom or molecule that has gained or lost one or more electron and has a
negative or positive charge
____an ion that has a positive charge
____an ion that has a negative charge
____electrons in the outermost level of an atom
____states that when the elements are arranged according to their atomic numbers
elements with similar properties appear at regular intervals.
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2. The Mole is an SI unit used in chemistry to for the exclusive purpose of measuring atoms or
molecules in large numbers.
a. True
b. False
3. What is Avagadro’s number?

4. ___________________was credited for creating the Periodic Table.
5. The trend on the periodic table where the physical and chemical properties repeat every eight
elements is called
a. The law of Octets
b. The Law of Octaves
c. The Law of Periods
d. The Law of Properties
6. The Alkali and Alkaline Earth metals are not considered to be very reactive groups of
elements.
a. True
b. False
7. Ionization energy decreases as is goes down the periods and across the groups.
a. True
b. False
2. Complete the following problems show all your work
a. How many moles are present in 620 grams of Lithium? How many atoms?
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b. How many moles are present in 11 grams of silicon? How many atoms?

3. Complete the Following problems show all your work
a. How many moles are represented by each of the following
i. 11.5 g Na

ii. 5.87 g of Ni
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b. What is the mass in grams of each of the following?
i. 0.50 mol of C

ii. 1.80 mol of Ca

4. For the Following compounds give the Ionic Formula
a. Aluminum Sulfide

b. Beryllium Chloride

c. Magnesium Nitrate

d. Lead(II) Sulfite
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5. Give the name for the following ionic compounds
a. KCl

b. Mg3P2

c. PbO

d. Be(CH3COO)2
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